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Dear Community,

The month of September was yet another eventful one for the Eleven01 Team. We 

have a few interesting updates to share with you with respect to the Bounty, the 

Eleven01 team, and some interesting product updates. We're working hard towards 

building the Eleven01 Protocol, and we're working on expediting things for us to 

head further with our roadmap. We value every bit of support that we've received 

from you and are excited to share every bit of our journey with you.



CEO’s Note

"The team and I are continuing to build the Eleven01 Protocol to make it a 
developer-friendly environment. On that note, we release a Visual Studio 
Code plugin for better, seamless development of smart contracts with 
Solidity on the Eleven01 Protocol. You can read more about it the following 
sections. 
 
I am also happy to announce that the Eleven01 Team has a new addition: 
Suresh Ponnuswamy, a veteran technologist with a the skill and talent to help 
us achieve our roadmap, will be taking over as the CTO of Eleven01. I am 
working closely with him and the Dev Team to stay on course with our vision. 
Suresh is replacing Rama Iyer who has decided to pursue other 
opportunities. We are grateful to have had Rama as a part of the Eleven01 
team and wish him luck for his future endeavours. 
 
On behalf of the Team, I would also like to thank all those who participated in 
the Eleven01 bounty - the IND Contest. We are getting closer to our goals of 
bringing blockchain to the next billion users, and we are grateful for all the 
support that we received. We hope that you would stay with us on this 
journey and continue to support us."



Meet Suresh Ponnuswamy  
- the new CTO of Eleven01

"I believe that Eleven01 is creating a platform that will 

expedite blockchain development and engineering in India, 

and I am thrilled to join the Eleven01 team to materialise these 

possibilities and potentialities. I will be working alongside 

experts who are skilled and talented, and together we can 

strengthen the Eleven01 protocol to bring blockchain to the 

next billion users."

Read More

https://medium.com/eleven01-blog/meet-eleven01s-new-cto-suresh-ponnusamy-a819de397c91?source=collection_home---4------3-----------------------


We launched Eleven01's VS Code Plugin on 
Microsoft's VS Code Marketplace

We're happy to announce that Eleven01 released a plugin 

for Visual Studio (VS) Code on Microsoft’s Visual Studio 

Code Marketplace. In order to make the development of 

smart contracts or any Solidity-based implementations on 

the Eleven01 Protocol developer-friendly, we released the 

Eleven01 Solidity Plugin for Visual Studio (VS) Code.

Read More

https://medium.com/eleven01-blog/smart-contract-visual-studio-code-plugin-for-eleven01-927c618fda9


We concluded the Eleven01Bounty - the IND 
Contest

We concluded the Eleven01 Bounty - the IND Contest on 30 Sept. 

We are grateful to all our participants for taking the time and 

putting in the effort to help us build awareness for Eleven01 and 

everything it represents.



Eleven01 at Events

In the spirit of advocating blockchain technology to its future 
users, Akhil Ageer - Blockchain Developer from Eleven01 - was 
invited to speak at the IEEE Orientation Day at Padmasri 
Dr.B.V.Raju Institute Of Technology, Narsapur, on 20th September. 
He addressed a crowd of over 550+ engineering students about 
the blockchain as an emerging technology and how Eleven01 is 
contributing to its evangelism in India with the Eleven01 Protocol.

IEEE Orientation Day



Eleven01 at Events

We attended another event conducted by IEEE Hyderabad - 
Computer Society Workshop - held in the T-Hub campus on 
27 September. Akhil Angeer was invited to speak at the 
workshop about the Eleven01 Protocol and blockchain 
technology as well. 

We believe that our outreach to the future adopters of 
blockchain technology will help expedite mass adoption, and 
we are working on several other opportunities to bring 
blockchain to the next billion users. Stay tuned for more.

Computer Society Workshop by IEEE
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